Tel Aviv & Old Jaffa Tour
What Will I Experience?
The Diaspora Museum
Located at Tel Aviv University, this museum houses displays from the days of the Second
Temple to the present day. Explore Jewish identity via the six “gates” of family, community,
faith, culture, the Jewish people among the nations, and the return to the land of Israel.
Rabin Square & Memorial
Visit the spot where the fifth Prime Minister of Israel, Yitzchak Rabin, was assassinated. The
remodeled memorial square in central Tel Aviv is home to a monument dedicated in his
memory. Learn about the assassination and Rabin's resonating impact on the State of Israel.
Old Jaffa Port & Market
Built 4,000 years ago, the Jaffa Port is the oldest in the world. Today, the old picturesque
buildings and narrow alleyways are home to artists' studios and quaint restaurants. At the
colorful market, vendors hawk everything from antiques and fabrics to second-hand junk.
Neve Tsedek Neighborhood
One of Tel Aviv’s first neighborhoods, Neve Tzedek was built in 1887. This area has housed
several famous artists and writers, including Nobel Prize winner S Y Agnon. Today, Neve
Tzedek is home to several boutique art galleries, independent cafes and cultural centers.
Nachlat Binyamin Arts & Crafts Fair
The first and biggest of its kind in Israel, this average street comes alive every Friday.
Displaying Israeli-made crafts, jewelry, home décor and art, all goods on display are hand
made and sold by the artists, making a visit to this market a memorable experience.

What’s the Cost?
 From Tel Aviv: $99/ person
 From Jerusalem: $119/ person

What’s Included?
 All entrance fees
 Professional, licensed tour guide
 Luxury air-conditioned vehicle/bus

How early should I have my coffee?
 This tour runs every Friday
 Jerusalem pickup: 6:00am
 Tel Aviv pickup: 8:00am

Anything else I need to know?





All Day Tours are run in two languages- English + French/Spanish/German.
Jerusalem clients continue to Tel Aviv for client pickup and return last to Jerusalem.
Comfortable, broken in walking shoes are recommended.
Valuable belongings should never be left unattended in the tour vehicle.
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